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Abstract 

 

Some of the operations among indefinite integrals can be regarded as operations of sets. 

There is no precise definition or reasonable interpretation to this kind of operations. It 

may be due to coincidence that the missing of the definition did not affect the correctness 

of relevant calculation. Thus, the theoretical and logic problems caused by it have long 

been ignored. Taking “+” operation between indefinite integrals as an example, this paper 

constructs the quotient group );/)(( )( +22
∀ xRIC  and tries to prove that the binary operation 

“ +′ ”is the “+” operation in the indefinite integral + ++ dxxgdxxf )()( . 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

In calculus, the following are some basic equations 
[1]

: 

+ += dxxfcdxxcf )()(                                                   （1） 

++ + +=+ dxxgdxxfdxxgxf )()()]()([                                                （2） 

++ + �
=

�
dxxgdxxfdxxgxf )()()]()([                                                    （3） 

According to the definition of indefinite integral 
[2]

: any antiderivative of )( xf  on the interval I  is 

called indefinite integral of )( xf  on I , expressed in the form + dxxf )( . We can understand the 

indefinite integral + dxxf )( as sets or family of functions. Then, it is not hard to note that there is an 

obvious loophole in the equation. For example, the “+” at both ends of Equation (2) stand for different 

operations: the left “+” is the operation among sets (or function families), while the right one is the ordinary 

additive operation of functions. Using the same sign to express two operations of different elements, 

confusion is inevitable. Such a problem as follows can be found in Article 
[3]

, 

+ += xx xdexdxe sinsin  +�= xdxexe xx cossin  
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+��= xdxexexe xxx sincossin                                       (4) 

Then, + +�= 1cossinsin2 cxexexdxe xxx
                               (5) 

+ +�= cxxexdxe xx )cos(sin
2

1
sin                                         (6) 

Thus, how to explain coefficient 2 of + xdxe x sin  in equation (5)? According to the definition of 

indefinite integral, + xdxe
x

sin  is a function set. The union of two same sets should be the same set, so 

coefficient 2 hear is illogical.  

Here we should point out a mistake. The “+” in the equation is not defined as the union of sets (albeit 

quite a few treatises on sets define “+” as the union of sets). Thus, the starting point of this article is not 

accurate. Actually, the key to this problem is to find a reasonable definition of “+”. 

Then how to define the operation+ ++ dxxgdxxf )()( ? Here we will apply some algebraic theories 

to this question so as to make an accurate interpretation of the above problem in teaching and learning 

indefinite integral.  

 

2. DEFINITION OF INDEFINITE INTEGRAL  

2.1. Quotient group 
[4] [5]

    

In the study of the algebraic structure of a set, an “Equivalence Relation” is often used to decompose 

sets into subsets as well as “Congruence Relation” with respect to operations in sets when operations are 

needed in sets. With these concepts, we obtain subset (equivalence class) and quotient set. For group (a set 

with operation), they refer to subgroup and quotient group. 

Definition 2.1: If there is a property R  which makes any two elements ba,  in the set A  either “have 

the propertyR ” or “do not have the property R ”, it must be one or the other, which means“ R ” gives a 

relation to A . If ba,  has property R , a and b are said to have relations, denoted asaRb ; and if ba,  does 

not have property R , a  is said not related to b , denoted as bRa . 

For example, when R  is used to represent the relationship“ ≤ ”in the set of real numbers, we have 

36,33,63 RRR . And the relationship “=” in the set of real numbers can also be generalized as the 

equivalence relation of general sets.  

Definition 2.2: If a relation R  in set A  meets the following conditions:  

  (1) Reflexivity: AaaRa ��, ; 

(2) Symmetry: AbabRaaRb �� ,, ; 

(3) Transitivity: AcbaaRcbRcaRb �� ,,,, , 

Then, the relation R  is known as an equivalence relation of A . The set composed by all elements 

equivalent to a  is called the equivalence class represented bya , denoted by Ra ][ . The set }]{[ Aaa R ∈ , 

composed by all the equivalence classes (only take one if repeated) in A , is called quotient set of A  for R , 

denoted as RA . 

For example, in the n-order complex matrix set, “congruence” is an equivalence relation, so is 

“similarity”. Thus, there can be several different equivalence relations in one set.  

Definition 2.3: Given a binary operation ”“• in set A , if an equivalence relation R of A  is maintained 

in this operation, that is,   

AdcbadbRcacRdaRb
��

∀∀ ,,,),()(,  
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Then, R  is known as a “congruence relation” with respect to operation ”“•  in A . At this point, the 

equivalence class Ra ][  represented by a  is also called congruence class of a .   

Theorem 2.1
[6]

   if )；( ∀A  is a group, in which •  is the binary operation on A， e  is an identity 

element，and R  is the congruence relation on A ，then the quotient algebra )；/( ∀ 2
RA  of algebraic 

system )；( •A  with respect to R  is a group, in which the binary operation ∀ 2  in set RA /  is defined as  

RRR baba ][][][ ∀=∀ 2 . 

Prove:  

(1) ∀ 2  satisfies the closure law, which is obvious.    

 (2) To Acba
��

,,  ，there is   
RRR cba ][)][]([ ∀ 2∀ 2

RR cba ][][ ∀ 2∀= Rcba ])[( ∀∀=  

)][]([][][][)]([ RRRRRR cbacbacba ∀ 2∀ 2=∀∀ 2=∀∀ ，so∀ 2 satisfies the associative law； 

 (3) To Aa ��  ，
RRRR aaeae ][][][][ =∀=∀ 2

RRR eaea ][][][ ∀ 2=∀= ，

Re][  is the identity 

element of ∀ 2 ;  

 (4) )；( ∀A is a group，to Aa
��

，there is inverse element Aa �

�
1

，which makes eaaaa =∀=∀ ��
11

，so  

RRRR eaaaa ][][][][ 11 =∀=∀ 2
��

Raa ][
1 ∀= �  

RR aa ][][ 1 ∀ 2= � . Therefore, there exists an inverse 

element of RAa R /][ ��

, that is, 
RR aa ][][ 11

�� = .  

In summary, )；/( ∀ 2
RA  is group?  

Definition 2.4: the group )；/( ∀ 2
RA  is called the quotient group of )；( ∀A with respect to congruence 

relation R , referred to as quotient group.  

2.2. Indefinite integral and quotient group 

If function set is designated as  

})()({)( IontpoinanyatabledifferentiisxFxFIC =2
，and property 

)(xR∀  has the same derived 

function on I, then 
)(xR∀
 is an equivalence relation of )(IC

2 . If a binary operation “+” in )(IC2  is an 

ordinary addition of two functions, then )( xR •  is a congruence relation about “+”in )(IC2 . It is easy to 

verify that the algebraic system );)(( +2
IC  is a group, whose identity element is 0 function, the inverse 

element to )()( ICxF 2
��

 is )(xF
�

 and its quotient group about congruence relation 
)(xR∀  is

);/)(( )( +22
∀ xRIC . 
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If )()( xfxF =2
，the congruence class represented by )(xF  is marked as 

)(
)]([

xRxF
∀

. And + dxxf )(  denotes 

all the antiderivatives of )(xf , then, 

)(
)]([)(

xRxFdxxf
∀

=+                                                             (7) 

So far, we can see clearly that + dxxf )(  are the elements that construct the quotient set

})()()]({[/)( )()( ICxFXFRIC xRx

2
�

=2
∀∀

. Of course, + dxxf )( can also be regarded as the elements that 

construct the quotient group );/)(( )( +22
∀ xRIC . 

3.  ADDITIONAL PRINCIPLE OF INDEFINITE INTEGRAL 

If )()(,)( ICxGxF
2

�

and )()(,)()( xgxGxfxF =2=2
，then+ ∀

=
)(

)]([)(
xRxFdxxf , + ∀

=
)(

)]([)(
xRxGdxxg . 

Thus, in );/)(( )( +22
∀ xRIC , there is 

+ ++2
dxxgdxxf )()(

)(
)]()([

xRxGxF
∀

+=
)()(

)]([)]([
xx RR xGxF

∀∀
+2= dxxgxf+ += ))()(( , each of which has 

CxFx += )()(∏  to
)()]([)( xRxFx ∀��

∏ .  

It can be denoted as CxFxF xR +=∀ )()]([ )(
.  

Thus, + ++2
dxxgdxxf )()( dxxgxf+ += ))()(( CxGxF ++= )()( .                                 (8) 

It is obvious that the operator “+” on the left and right ends has different meaning: the former refers to 

the operation among equivalence classes, but the latter refers to the ordinary addition among functions. It is 

mere that the indefinite integral group );/)(( )( +22
∀ xRIC  is composed by the operations derived by 

congruence relation 
)(xR∀
 of quotient set 

)(/)( xRIC ∀
2 , and operations in );/)(( )( +22

∀ xRIC  are those between 

equivalence classes and belong to the operations of representative element in equivalence class. This is the 

reason why the correct results can be obtained in the analysis and calculation of indefinite integral even 

though the expression and definition of “ +2
”and “+” are not differentiated. 

4.  SUBTRACTION AND MULTIPLICATION OF INDEFINITE INTEGRAL  

The ordinary subtraction operation “-” of two functions and the operation of  multiplication 

functions“ )(xfk ∀ ”（referred to as “∀ ”）in )(IC2 ,  
)(xR∀  is the congruence relation about“-” and“∀ ”in 

)(IC2 . Here, the algebraic system );)((
�

2 IC 、 );)(( ∀2
IC  are groups，whose identity element is 0 
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function，the inverse element to )()( ICxF
2

��

 is )(xF
�

，and its quotient group about congruence relation 

)(xR∀  is );/)(( )( �

22
∀ xRIC  and );/)(( )( ∀ 22

∀ xRIC . In accordance with the above method, the operation 

principle of+ +�

2
dxxgdxxf )()( dxxgxf+ �

= ))()(( CxGxF +
�

= ))()(( and +∀ dxxfk )( = + dxxkf )( CxkF += )(

can also be explained.  

To the ordinary multiplication operation “× ” of two functions in )(IC
2 , 

)(xR∀ is not the congruence 

relation about “× ” in )(IC 2 , so there is no operation similar to + +⋅2 dxxgdxxf )()( dxxgxf+ ⋅= ))()(( . 

 

5.  CONCLUSION 

In reality, in calculus courses for Mathematics majors, indefinite integral can be defined by 

congruence class 
)(

)]([
xRxF ∀

[7]
. But the content related to set theory should be added to the textbooks. As for 

non-mathematics majors, the original definition can be adopted in their calculus courses. However, it is 

necessary to make the principles outlined in this article as an explanatory note for teachers’ reference.  
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